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Transcript: Jo Cox Memorial grants panel discussion (theme 1) 

  

Karen: 

Good morning everybody.  Just a test to make sure you can hear me.  If you can hear me can you 

type in the chat box: "Yes"?  Great.  Thanks very much for joining us today.  My name is Karen 

Stephenson.  I am the Deputy Director of UK Aid Direct, working for MannionDaniels. 

MannionDaniels is the fund manager running UK Aid Direct on behalf of DFID.  So, we have 

visitors here with us today to discuss the Jo Cox Memorial Grants. 

 

I'm going to pass over in a minute to Ben Latto who will introduce our guests, but in the 

meantime, if you have any questions, please type them into the chat box and we will try and 

answer the questions as we go along.  If you still have a question at the end and it hasn't been 

answered please feel free to email us on JCMG, all capital letters, at MannionDaniels.com, that's 

manniondaniels.com, and we'll try and answer as many questions as we can today.   

 

We are also sharing a screen, we've got a transcriber for those who might be hard of hearing.  I 

am hopeful you can see Natalie who is very kindly transcribing words as I speak on your screen. 

We are recording this webinar and it will be accessible after we finish.  So, without further ado I 

will hand over to Ben. 

Ben Latto:   

Karen, thank you very much and good morning everyone.  I'm Ben Latto.  I am head of DFID's 

Civil Society team.  I'm really pleased to be chairing this panel discussion this morning which will 

explore how the DFID UK Aid Direct, Jo Cox Memorial Grants can best deliver its first objective, 

which is to support civil society to take an integrated approach to gender equality.   

So, I am delighted we have a really strong panel with us this morning.   

 

If I can just introduce the Panel members.  We have Theo Sowa, who is joining us initially on the 

phone and hopefully in person in a little while.  Theo is CEO of the African Women's Development 

Fund and an independent advisor specialising in international social development. We have Dr 

Musimbi Kanyoro: President and CEO of the Global Fund for Women and she's a women's and 

girls' health and human rights activist. We also have Dr Narmeen Hamid, strategic advisor for 

AmplifyChange, a fund that supports civil society and grass roots organisations that promote 

better sexual and reproductive health and rights. And last but not least we have Jo Cooke who is 
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from DFID's gender equality team.  Welcome everybody. 

 

So, I should say that we have 180 organisations signed up this morning, which is pretty exciting.  

I hope that all of you can hear this clearly and you'll give feedback if you can't. 

As Karen stressed: please type questions into the panel at the bottom of your screen, and that 

includes issues around being able to hear us as well as questions for the Panel. So, we've got 

about two hours for this session.  The idea is that we will spend about an hour, an hour and a 

half on that dealing with a few questions that have already come in from the organisations that 

have signed up.  Then we will open up to questions that come in this morning via that panel at 

the bottom of your screens. We will take a break after 45 minutes or so, but otherwise we will 

run through. 

 

So, as I said, as part of the UK Aid Direct fund, the DFID Secretary of State announced on 7 March 

that £10 million would be made available through the Jo Cox Memorial Grants for projects 

running across two different themes.  The social, economic and political empowerment of 

women is the first one, and the second: the prevention of identity-based violence. Today we'll 

really be focusing on the first of those objectives. 

So, this is an area that aims to support civil society to take an integrated approach to gender 

equality and the empowerment of women and girls, to tackle the combined simultaneous 

disadvantages girls and women experience in different areas and at different times of their lives. 

With this in mind, we hope to be able to use this discussion this morning to discuss the key 

challenges and opportunities that the fund can try and tackle; to identify practical steps that DFID 

and the fund manager, MannionDaniels, can take to support organisations that might apply to 

get through the process of application to the fund; and also to help us inform detailed guidance 

that we will make available to all applicants on the UK Aid Direct website. 

So, the questions we'll start off with are a combination of those that were sent out in the 

invitation to this event and those we have received from civil society organisations in advance 

through the email address. As I said, we'll have more time for questions that occur to you as we 

go towards the end of this session. So if everyone is okay with that we'll go on to look at the 

questions that have come in.  So, the first one is one that has been submitted through the email 

address.  It's quite a nice broad one.   

What are the biggest challenges in advancing gender equality? 

 I don't know if someone would like to start us off.  Narmeen?  

Dr Narmeen Hamid:   
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Yes.  I think in terms, I speak more in the context of south Asia, and, at the moment, one feels 

that the biggest challenge is financing perhaps.  Because after the counter-terrorism financing 

controls that have been put in by the government as well as by donors, the smaller organisations 

or actually the grass roots organisations are having a lot of problems accessing funds because 

the banks, as well as donors, are very risk averse now and they are putting in a lot of conditions 

on providing funds to smaller organisations.  With the result that only the bigger ones are being 

able to access funds and have the sort of capacity to absorb the sort of funds and to comply with 

the requirements of donors and the State.   

So, I feel that, perhaps, is the biggest challenge right now, other than security issues, of course, 

and the shrinking space for activism and for women's organisations in general. 

Ben Latto:   

Great.  Thank you.  Would anyone else like to comment?  Musimbi?  

Musimbi Kanyoro:   

Thank you.  My name is Musimbi Kanyoro.  When you ask me what are the biggest challenges to 

gender equality I go right where women are; it does not matter if they're in the City of London 

or in a village somewhere in Kenya or a slum in another city.  The biggest barrier is the lack of 

equality of women and men as the same.  All desiring the same human rights, all desiring the 

same respect, and all desiring the same access to resources, the same access to dignity, the same 

access to employment, the same access to equal pay, etc.  These are the same.  Today, as we are 

doing the global movement where women are speaking up especially to the harmful practices 

that happened to them when they are in the public space, or in the family space, including 

movements such as #MeToo, they are actually putting outside, they are exposing those issues 

which for so long have kept women down. 

 

I think the solution (and the women have been speaking up for a lot of years and right now we 

want to be heard because they know what their dignity looks like and resources, financial or 

otherwise, enable them to find the solutions that they want. 

Ben Latto:   

Great.  Thank you, Musimbi.  Jo? 

Jo Cooke:   

Where to start with this question.  This is a really massive question. Sorry, I don't have a very 

loud voice.  I will try and speak up a bit more. Absolutely.  I think at the very basis of it is the 

absolute inequality that women all over the world face.  I think the #metoo campaign was 

fascinating in terms of drawing people's attention to how massive this is absolutely everywhere.  
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I think the #metoo campaign was important because it gave some voices and some voices were 

heard, for so many voices across the world which are just not being heard. 

 

Some very interesting, really depressing macro information came out last year from the World 

Economic Forum saying for the first time since they have been measuring progress and the 

gender gap globally since 2006, that progress on gender priority has actually gone into reverse.  

That means some of the global rights that women and girls are facing have actually got worse, 

which I think really challenges most of our assumption that we are on a slow but sure 

improvement, globally.  I think that was a wake-up call for a lot of people. 

I think we know as well that there is a big battleground golbally, particularly about women's 

sexual reproductive rights and health and the violence and just discrimination that women and 

girls face constantly, all the time. 

Ben Latto:   

Thank you, Jo. 

Jo Cooke:   

Is Theo online?  Not yet. 

Ben Latto:   

Okay.  That was a very difficult, a very broad question.  I am sure we'll come back to a lot of the 

big themes that you touched on, all of you.   

 

One of the things that you started to touch on, Narmeen, I think was sort of some of the particular 

challenges that civil society face on the ground.  You talked about the South Asia experience,  

security,  difficulty in accessing longer term or medium-term funding,  issues around closing civil 

society space, and different types of legislation that are doing that. I wonder if we can explore 

that a bit little more, if the panellists have their experience of that.  It will be interesting to talk 

about some of the challenges that are there, but good to talk about the ways you might have 

seen organisations managing to get around those challenges.  That's something we can feed into 

the detailed design of our fund.  Narmeen, would you like to continue where you left off?  

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I think in terms of the closing civic space for women's organisations and how they are coping 

with it, language is important.  So, they are modifying the language they are using.  A lot of words 

are becoming red herrings or, you know, raised flags for security organisations in both State and 

non-State actors within countries, and so women's organisations are having to modify their 

language and talk about a lot of the issues in ways which sort of -- you know, putting another 
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guard on to the real issues. 

 

So, language has become very important, and that restricts the space that, obviously, because if 

they are not able to talk about an issue openly, then the space for action and activism is restricted 

as well. 

 

Then the fact that, a lot of these issues require confidentiality, and because the environment has 

become so strict and so insecure, the beneficiaries are the ones that lose out because 

organisations then feel that they cannot, expose the people that they are working for. So they 

end up doing activities which are not really benefiting the people on the ground, just to be able 

to comply with the restrictions. So, I feel in that way the space becomes restricted and the benefit 

doesn't get on to the people that really need it. 

Ben Latto:   

Musimbi?  

Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Let me also honour what my colleague has just said.  The closing space for the civil society and 

specifically for women has been going on for a very long time.  It's been going on for a very long 

time because people feel women's empowerment.  So how do we experience it?  We might 

experience it by girls education being denied. We saw it from the time of the Taliban in 

Afghanistan. We've seen it in the shooting of Malala. We see it in the -- in Northern Nigeria, with 

Boko Haram, but these are countries for which you get the press.  It does not mean these are 

the only countries where girls education is limited.  There are several other countries that are 

under the radar that don't get into the news.  That's one way that we see that space. 

 

Another space that we see is the constant attack on human right activists who are speaking out 

on land issues, who are speaking out on refusing to have land bought away from them, who are 

refusing to have exploitation of the land through mining that is not done in the right way, who 

are refusing to actually let infrastructures of corporations take over people's livelihoods, their 

farms, who are refusing to admit that just cash crops like flowers and so on should be planted 

instead of food when people are going hungry.  A lot of activists gets attacked and we can see 

this as the diminishing of the space. 

 

Just a week ago, in Brazil, there was the shooting of Marielle Franco, a woman activist, a black 

woman activist, who was a councillor in her city of Rio de Janiero, a strong woman activist who 
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is also, who was also activist for issues of LGBTQI.  This is another space of identity, sexuality, 

where the space has become extremely limited. 

 

So time and again the issues that limit women are so many.  Right from education, to their bodies, 

to their voices.  In many countries of the world where women have achieved the ability to 

participate in political space, to lead organisations, they are being pulled back because there is a 

lot of fundamentalism, conservativism, populism, that seems to tell women to go back to their 

place. 

 

These issues are issues for which women activists and the women's movement and civil society 

organisations they go beyond even women to other civil society activists are protesting.  They 

are resisting.  They are saying the human dignity, we need more and we need to get out of that 

resistance of the space.  The political narrowness of not allowing the second opinion or the other 

opinion are the issues for which we should be concerned about. 

Ben Latto:   

Jo? 

Jo Cook:   

I don't have much to add to that.  I just would add one really small thing.  Another issue which is 

affecting it, is that we are seeing more and more protracted crises following conflict of different 

issues globally that we know in those spaces that women's rights are really restricted and has 

been going on for a long period of time.  The access to services and spaces that would allow 

people to speak out in those spaces.  I think it is helpful for us from DFID's perspective to think 

about the context, the fragility of the context that we are working in as well. 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

Yes.  I think in a lot of humanitarian crisis situations, again the women's organisations are more 

affected because organisations are more careful about funding during such crisis because a lot 

of the terrorist organisations are also active within those fields, and so women become double 

victims.  Not only, because in general they are pushed back when aid is given out or when health 

is provided, but also because then they are targeted by donor or bigger organisations as perhaps 

collaborating, and then just those organisations who are actually, part of such networks, then 

become service providers, and that becomes a double hazard because then they become active 

in those spaces and are a danger to women and women's organisations and those standing up 

for human rights. So, that hazard becomes double for women and women's organisations in such 

crisis situations. 
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Ben Latto:   

Right.  Maybe I can push you to explore some of the ways in which you have seen organisations 

manage to successfully tackle some of these constraints, some of these challenges that you've 

set out.  Have you seen a range of different challenges you have set out from financial, legislative, 

security issues, the whole structure of how aid is delivered? Are there sort of bright spots that you 

can point to, that you have experienced that might be interesting to talk about now?  

Jo Cook:   

Can I ask a question?  It is about AmplifyChange, because I think AmplifyChange have got a really 

good model by bridging some of the difficulties that some of the smaller organisations can face 

in terms of getting funding from an organisation like DFID, which has a really strong due diligence 

process.  It has logframes where impact needs to be measured where all the things are really 

hard for the smaller organisations.  From what I’ve seen of AmplifyChange, they are really 

supporting organisations to deliver their own (inaudible) managing to get enough information 

from that to [loss of sound]. 

Karen Stephenson:   

Testing now.  Can you hear us clearly now?  Apologies.   

Theo Sowa:   

I can hear you.  I'm just not sure whether you can hear me. 

Karen Stephenson: 

Great.  Theo, we've got you now.  We are back online with all attendees.  I am going to pass back 

over to them.  Sorry about the technical hitch. 

Ben Latto:   

Apologies and if we do lose the sound please do as you have clearly done and tell us through the 

web page and we'll remedy it as quickly as we can.  So excitingly, we have got Theo joining us by 

phone.  I think you wanted to come in on one of the questions, Theo? 

Theo Sowa:   

Yes, I did.  About your question about what we've seen around organisations making an impact 

despite the challenges that were described.  I just wanted to say I absolutely agree that the 

opportunity grants for AmplifyChange are fabulous.  They do really give smaller organisations a 

way to access resources for what they are doing.  More importantly than that I actually wanted 

to point out the work that so many women's rights organisations on the ground have been doing 

with such limited resources.  I think we see the impact of that in crises such as the Ebola crises, 

where the women's rights organisations and the women's movements in Liberia really mobilised 

with very, very little in the way of resources and went out into the rural areas, worked on the 
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linkages that they already had and made a real difference in the understanding of what Ebola 

was, how you responded to it and how the country needed to move out of the crisis. 

 

So they were facing finance problems.  Most of them had no money.  They were facing logistical 

challenges.  They were facing health challenges and yet the women and women's rights 

organisations of Liberia really were the first responders of the Ebola crisis.  We see that over and 

over again.  Whether we are talking about ‘bringing back our girls’ in Nigeria, whether we are 

talking about the rural women's movements in South Africa; I think we can take real pride and 

encouragement from the work of women's rights organisations on the ground.   

 

Then just one final quick word on that.  I think women's funds around the world, many of whom 

were set up from within women's rights movements, have also been very, very good at reaching 

grass roots community organisations and understanding that they have and then being that 

bridge to accessing funding which might otherwise be really difficult to access.  

Ben Latto:   

Theo, can I just ask you to speak up a little bit?  Apparently, people on the network are having 

trouble hearing you.  It may be that that's just the way it is going to be.   

You were giving some really interesting examples of how women's organisations have managed 

to overcome challenges.  You gave a really interesting example of the way they managed to 

mobilise networks in response to the Ebola crisis in Sierra Leone and become really influential 

despite the fact that they haven't been able to access much in the way of funding.  They had 

various logistical challenges.  I wonder if you can try and make, I am worried if people can't hear 

it's going to be hard, but if you can summarise and try and talk as loudly as possible. 

Theo Sowa:   

Okay.  So, I'm speaking into the phone and hoping.  

Ben Latto:   

That sounds great. 

Theo Sowa:   

Yes.  What I was saying was that I absolutely agreed about the point of with the AmplifyChange 

opportunity grants because they are great at reaching smaller organisations who otherwise 

might not have access to funds, and it can start a journey in terms of how to build the capacity 

to manage larger sums of money, but I think more important than that is the work that women's 

organisations on the ground do themselves in the face of all of the challenges that were 

described.  And the example I was giving was around women rights activists and women's 
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organisations in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea who during the Ebola crisis really were the first 

responders.  They made a massive difference in turning the tide against the Ebola epidemic, and 

they did it with hardly any money, but the passion and the fact that they network, and that 

people actually know their own countries, really emphasises the importance of having local 

organisations in the lead when you respond to these issues.  I think it's a really important thing 

for us to remember because sometimes when people are funding what they go for are bigger 

names, easy recognition, and if we do that then we undermine the routes that enable us to 

change what's happening on the ground. 

 

Then just finally I was saying: it's not just Ebola.  We can see it in rural women's land rights 

movements in South Africa.  We can see it with 'bring back our girls' in Nigeria.  You know, 

women's rights organisations on the ground do fabulous work.  We should learn how to fund 

them to their strength and not always end up funding vulnerability and funding small projects 

that actually sometimes emphasise the vulnerability instead of emphasising the strength.   

Ben Latto:   

Great.  Thank you, Theo.  I think that was, that came through very clearly and a great summary.  

Musimbi, you were going to come in.  I think just before that, I guess, sparked by what you said, 

Theo; are there good examples of where larger funders like DFID, have been able to get into that 

space you're describing, where they can support genuinely grass roots organisations.  Indeed, 

that is one of the questions that has come in on the email account.  Can I ask, it is putting an 

emphasis on collective movements from the ground up, the linked question. And so, yes, if 

panellists can think about where there are examples of bigger funders being able to get into that 

space successfully, but first of all Musimbi. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

That's a really good question.  It's a good question because it gives me an opportunity to say: 

bigger funders have opportunity to work with people who know how to give and get money 

where it is most needed, even at small levels, including groups that might find difficulty to be 

registered in their own country but are doing amazing work, and can be accountable and can be 

able to deliver on the kind of outcomes that we want for society and for women themselves. 

 

Theo introduced opportunities such as having women's funding mechanisms.  The African 

Women's Development Fund and the Global Fund for Women have worked with MannionDaniels 

on AmplifyChange and the expertise we bring actually is the expertise that has been funding 

opportunity grants for over three decades, for example; that we know how to be able to work 
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with those groups because they know us and they trust that opportunity to work as women 

activists, and feminist women activists.  You know the study that did say feminist women activists 

did bring the changes that we have today in the world, especially on the question of violence, by 

simply speaking up and saying that this is not right and this was an independent study done  over 

40 years. So it's not evidence that has come from women's activists but evidence that has come 

from (inaudible). 

 

So, we know how to find these groups who can really stand up in their own communities and be 

able to deliver on the kind of liberties and freedoms and economic empowerment and 

AmplifyChange has succeeded, whether it be in opportunity grants and other grants, because of 

beginning from that place where you can be able to track these groups.  You have to track that 

people have the potential to make the difference that we want. 

 

The second thing, I think we should not think of women's groups as only remaining small and 

using small amounts of money, and big donors such as DFID and others should begin to invest 

large amounts of money in women's groups. 

 

There are women's groups that can handle a large amount of money and there are women's 

groups that can handle a small amount of money, so it should not be equivalent to if it’s women, 

therefore small.   

 

The third thing that is really important is working in collaborations with others.  For example, in 

countries, in the 50 countries that DFID has identified for these funds, there are also women's 

funds in some of those countries. They can be partners because they can reach the smallest of 

the people where it's really difficult for the larger funders to reach. 

 

Finally, I wanted to say the reason why we emphasise these possibilities of the fund a funder, 

because DFID is a funder and if DFID works with women's funds for example, as one of the 

examples MannionDaniels works with women's funds, is that long after the external partner is 

gone there is someone on the ground and these groups also mobilise other resources.  So, we 

have a grant of £10 million.  What happens after £10 million?  What happens after that?  When 

you work with mechanisms that also mobilise other resources, you know that there is going to 

be money after the £10 million, and I think those are some of the things that we bring to the 

table as funders who are smaller funders, but we are really working within a context of the 
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others. 

Jo Cooke: 

Can I ask you a quick follow-on question?  About the issue about working in collaboration.  This 

is an age-old question for donors in terms of (inaudible), that it's so important in collaboration, 

it's very important.  I think sometimes we are in danger of disincentivising that (inaudible), there 

is an issue. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Yes.  I understand that, and I see it and the competition for resources can be a way of finding the 

right people to fund one way and on another way it can diminish the potential to really get good 

results.  We understand that sometimes where people can only independently apply (inaudible) 

to get some kind of justice so that you don't just keep one person but you have a slate of many 

people, and you can by use of objective criteria be able to choose certain of the people, but 

choices of that kind are always painful because out of several people that apply you know that 

there will be more who qualify than can be able to get the resources.  So it is painful.  It 

encourages competition, but it's also the reality that we have limited resources.  How do we 

solve it?  I think (inaudible).  [laughter].  Always raising more money for it and I think finding other 

ways of collaboration like helping support networking and the convenience for people to learn 

from each other, and really thinking big all the time.  I think we need to be able to think big. 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I think the competition between organisations for funding is a serious problem, but one way that 

AmplifyChange has been very constructive is to have mentor organisations.  The bigger ones are 

mentoring the smaller ones, which reduces the competition and encourages collaboration and 

in ways the cut-throat competition becomes a way of learning from each other and being much 

more constructive, and I think AmplifyChange has been able to do that from its Networking 

grants as well as Strengthening grants, collaborating between the different degrees of funding. 

Ben Latto: 

Mm.  Just a comment from -- yes.  Please do, Theo. 

Theo Sowa:   

Yes.  I just wanted to jump in and say I do agree that there is a need to encourage collaboration, 

but we also need to look carefully at what we think bigger organisations bring to smaller ones 

and vice versa.  One of the things that hasn't worked for local organisations in the south is an 

assumption that large northern organisations automatically have greater capacity.  So, I think 

when we are looking at things like mentoring it would be fantastic when it works well it's brilliant, 

but it only works well when people really understand that it's a two-way thing.  That the 
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organisations on the ground very often bring more than the larger northern-based organisations 

in terms of context and learning and networking. 

 

So, we really need to be careful about how we fund those collaborations so that it isn't a case 

that we put money, which is power, into the hands of those who already have power within the 

system and then just hope that somehow it will trickle down to smaller groups.  In understanding 

that this is an eco-system we are working in.  So, we need to deliberately fund all elements of 

that eco-system, because all elements of that eco-system bring different things.  Smaller 

organisations, larger organisations, southern based organisations, northern based organisations, 

etc. 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

If I may clarify.  I meant for, you know, the example that I was giving was not the mentoring 

organisations, not Northern based organisation, but within the south.  So, the bigger women's 

organisations, as Musimbi said; there are bigger women's organisations that have capacity and 

can collaborate or mentor individual activists or unregistered organisations or smaller groups 

that need the sort of help and capacity building that they wouldn't be able to access otherwise. 

So, that's the sort of mentoring arrangement that would be a positive thing.  I agree with her 

(Theo) that if you give the power otherwise to northern-based organisations then that perhaps 

reinforces the inequality and does not help in the way that we envisage it. 

Ben Latto:   

Yes.  A very interesting line of discussion.  As people may be aware, DFID has been trying a new 

approach through its UK Aid Connect programme where we very explicitly tried to ask consortia 

to apply in a competitive way for funding, and it's at the very early stages of that but I think we 

are seeing this tension still playing out.  We are seeing some really interesting groups of 

organisations, different types of organisations from different sectors and a range of bigger 

organisations and smaller organisations coming together.  Then we are also seeing a competition 

between the different consortia that are applying, which is frustrating in a sense because we are 

seeing missed opportunities to connect up. 

 

In that process, we very explicitly kept a period of 6 to 9 months, we are calling a co-creation 

phase, where before anything gets locked down in terms of what the funding will do, we'll have 

quite an open process, with those consortia that have won through, to try and further develop 

the details of how that particular consortium will work. 

We hope that that will be an opportunity to bring in some ideas that were outside that original 
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winning consortium and get to this point of more constructive working together, but, it's early 

stages.  We haven't really begun the co-creation phases yet.  It will be interesting to see whether 

that will be successful or not. 

Theo Sowa:   

Ben, can I answer on an old question or someone asked the question about examples of how 

larger funders are reaching some of the smaller more local groups. 

 

I just wanted to bring up a funding consortium that AWDF is a part of with three other women's 

funds:  FMS from South America, WFA, the women's fund Asia from Asia and FIMI the indigenous 

women's fund.  We together came up with what we are calling Leading From the South, which 

has been funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. But it was a really clear example of 

how a large bilateral funder could work with women's funds in order to reach those organisations 

that women's funds are so good at reaching; which are local activists, local activist organisations, 

grass roots organisations, and that Leading From the South Fund actually does everything, from 

smaller grants, right through to very, very large grants in terms of really funding an eco-system 

of work to really strengthen women's rights movements. 

 

So I think that the idea of funder intermediaries which is a term that Civicas seem to have come 

up with, which is quite an interesting description, that are based and operate in the south with 

very specific agendas - whether it's about women's rights, land rights or other issues - have been 

an interesting way of making sure that (inaudible) groups are reached when large bureaucracies 

have trouble funding in small --  

Ben Latto: 

    Thank you, Theo.  Okay.  Can we just have one more minute?  We are about to take a break but 

I see there are people just want to jump in.  Maybe if it is particularly on this issue we can just 

deal with that and then we'll take a 5-minute break.  Musimbi, did you want to come in?  

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

I want to talk a little bit about consortiums because they are very, very good when they work and 

when they come up in a natural way, but I want to, for funders, funders need to know when 

several people work as a consortium, you should also include in the funding allowances that 

allows them to meet the criteria of coming together and making those consortiums work.  

Because there are different ways of collaborating.  When you come together to collaborate you 

can collaborate to network and share information.  You can coordinate, and really when you go 

to that stage of coordinating your work, you increase the intensity and you might even need 
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extra structure and extra staff and extra time, and when you really co-operate you are no longer 

just bringing yourselves to that table, but you are trying to see what your collective impact is 

going to look like, and that is really expensive in time and sometimes a lot of people who are able 

to do that are people who have abilities and structures before, and sometimes small 

organisations are left out simply because they can't afford the time, and then there is 

collaborations that go to partnerships.  We are part of the AmplifyChange consortium and we 

have learnt a great deal from each other and would recommend it to anyone. My organisation is 

part of other consortiums, but it takes a lot of organising, a lot of time and funding needs to be 

made possible to make those collaborations work. 

Ben Latto:   

Great.  Thank you, Musimbi.  With that point we are going to take a 5-minute break.  Please do 

stay with us, everybody.  We will start again at 11.00 am UK time, rainy London time.  So, I hope 

to catch up with you all in five minutes' time.  Thank you. 

Karen Stephenson:   

In the meantime, do please type your questions into the chat box so we've got some questions 

to answer when we come back after the short break.   

We apologise if you have been having some issues with the sound.  We are trying to ensure the 

microphone is as close to the speaker as possible.  Bear with us.  A transcript is and will be 

available afterwards for those who are struggling to hear.  [break] ... 

Ben Latto:   

Welcome back.  We are here, I am sure you will be aware, to talk about how the UK Aid Connect, 

sorry, UK Aid Direct, let's get the acronym right, Jo Cox Memorial Grants can best help support 

civil society organisations to take an integrated approach to gender equality. 

 

Let's just jump on into the Panel discussion.  One of the next questions that has come up is 

around opportunities for networking and training that can add value to civil society 

organisations.  Again, I would really encourage panellists to try and share specific examples of 

where they have seen networking, training opportunities really work well and build the capacity 

of organisations. Musimbi, I think you had something to start us off with on this issue. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Thank you.  Perhaps the basis for my contribution is that in the women's movement, women 

work as movement builders and they work as movement builders because they know, if they are 

connected together then it's easier to sustain the kind of goal that they wish to reach in the long 

run.  So, what does it mean then to do the networking?  The purpose of networking is to exchange 
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information.  It has mutual benefits for all of the organisations.  They each can share what it is 

they are learning from the work that they do, the problems they are experiencing and how they 

are solving them, and when people come together to network, either through training or through 

attending a large meeting or through sharing the results of they have done, they do so through 

quite a loose structure.  They are not an organisation.  There are flexible links but they are not 

one organisation.   

 

The other thing that is really important is the process.  They have leadership and formal 

leadership in that particular place, minimal decision making, but at least the learning together 

and a lot of networking is really good.  There is not as much conflict because you are going to 

share what you have learned from each other and then go back home and either practise it or 

forget it.  Most thing that is important is to practise it and there is informal communication in 

those networks. 

 

Women's networking has been there for a very long time and so you will see it naturally, but 

what answer for some of the funding requirements for networking?  You need to fund people to 

travel to the places to network.  You need to fund trainers that they need for particular things.  

You need to fund ways in which they can be able to share the learning from evolutions, the 

monitoring and the evolutions because (inaudible) with the current same work, (inaudible) 

indicators, so that people from different spaces can be able to track the same things and arrive 

at the same thing, and the collecting of that data needs to (inaudible) so that you have oranges 

and oranges and not oranges and apples for measuring on, and that's really important, and then 

you need to have some really good coordination that follows outcomes. 

 

Yes, we have had experience from a lot of different types of network.  When it is recognised it is 

network you get more out of it than when it just happens.  (inaudible) and that's what I would 

like to contribute for that. 

Ben Latto:   

Can I just push you on that last point?  It's more powerful when it's very explicit and deliberate 

then when it's accidental?  

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Yes. 
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Ben Latto:   

Can you say a bit more about how this fund, how DFID or MannionDaniels, might be able to help 

non-accidental? 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Yes.  The thematic way which you have put the funding can be a useful way because it's asking 

(inaudible) there are organisations that are working closely together on (inaudible). 

 

Issues such as economic empowerment, you know, there will be different people that are driving 

that end through different means.  So, for example, you will have grantees that are working on 

access to land, grantees that are working on access to policies of ownership, grantees that are 

working to supporting livelihoods, et cetera, grantees that are working on entrepreneurial work.  

I think that one purposeful way is to be able to recognise the clusters of grantees that work 

together and create opportunities for them to network and share and develop similar ways of 

thinking or at least be able to acknowledge where the distinctions are because context defines 

us a lot and we don't want to tell people to have the same results when their context doesn't 

define that, but we can see that they are working on the same issues. 

 

So, if these issues are all towards economic empowerment of women you can be able to at the 

end, look at what happened on the land issues, what happened on the ownership of property, 

opening bank accounts, et cetera, and how does it all come together into economic 

empowerment of women?  I think the net that has pioneered it does have connections and those 

connections are really important to track them as well.  

Ben Latto:   

So Theo, just to say please do shout if you would like to come in, but then perhaps we can take 

Jo? 

Jo Cooke: 

I've just got quite a small addition because, from what I've seen from a donor perspective but 

working on supporting different types of organisations for ages. I think people do respond better 

if they know each other and there needs to be that opportunity.  I think it's really important not 

to do just stand-alone kind of events.  I have been to enough of these in the past where people 

come together once a year and have a nice time chatting about a certain issue and then go off 

and don't apply anything.   

 

I am talking a lot about AmplifyChange.  I am doing a lot of work with them and think they are 
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great.  The digital platforms that we have now provide such an easy way for people to 

communicate.  I know AmplifyChange has helped organisations and supported them to create a 

WhatsApp group.  Don't overcomplicate things that are working.  They have various WhatsApp 

groups and share a lot of information and asking questions and then have quick realtime answers.  

I think that's really effective.  

Ben Latto:   

That's very interesting.  Yes. 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I would second that because, as well as WhatsApp groups and Facebook pages groups have also 

been effective.  So that's one thing. 

 

But the other thing that I wanted to add was, that what I think this fund should be looking at or 

emphasising, is not to do project-based funding but networking.  So, you know, we have themes 

and under theme one we have political and economic empowerment, and social empowerment.  

So looking more at the general theme and not on silos of projects within (inaudible). One very 

concrete example of that is a group called Sangat in south east Asia, S-A-N-G-A-T, which means 

"coming together".  It's a group of women trainers on issues of gender - and not just gender but 

development as a whole - and all the themes that are encompassed within what they are talking 

about for this grant, so that the networking is between all the women activists and organisations 

working on different areas, but exchanging skill-sets, learning from each other, collaborating, 

strengthening each other.  So that it's not, in many ways, it's not restricted to one area, but just 

getting to know each other and strengthening each other.  It's not the one-off meeting which 

you are seeing which is counter-productive but a continuous sort of collaboration. 

 

I think the way they do it is that they have residential courses I think once a year or something, 

and then they keep working together throughout the period. 

 

I feel that it has been very, very useful within south Asia; the good thing about this group is that 

it's just, the politics of south Asia, between India, Pakistan, so all of these countries, Bangladesh, 

they come together, but also groups from Europe are coming to these collaborative residential 

courses and so there is a lot of north/south learning as well as within inter-south collaboration.  

That's a concrete example of networking which has been used. 

Ben Latto: 

Great.  Maybe -- it's a related question that's come in through the email address.  We touched 
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on it slightly before and we may not want to spend lots of time on it.  How can international NGOs 

better use their capacity to help local NGOs, particularly around training, capacity, skills training, 

and I guess I would add networking in there as well? I don't know if the panellists have particular 

comments on that question? 

Theo Sowa: 

I think if -- I could give a whole seminar on this -- but just to answer it quickly.  I think there are a 

couple of different ways, but the first way is for the larger international NGOs to start listening 

to local organisations on the ground, whether they are smaller or bigger, and I say this very 

deliberately because all of us who work in this sector can be very bad at listening, whether we 

are funding or whether we are applying for funds or whether we are working in the field. 

      

So the first thing is not just to listen but actually to hear what people are saying because then we 

get the best types of relationships.  Then we can really leverage on each other's strengths. 

     

I think that sometimes we focus on larger international organisations building the capacity, as 

we call it, of smaller southern organisations.  I don't think that that is what it's about.  I think it's 

about identifying mutual agendas and working out how we mutually strengthen each other.  

Sometimes that means it's about the larger international NGOs on international advocacy roles 

that local organisations often have a harder time accessing. 

      

That also makes sense because some of the larger international organisations have a political 

voice that does carry weight.  Sometimes we don't exercise fully enough.  So I think that by 

identifying joint agendas and then working out who does the work where, it really makes a 

difference. 

      

When it comes to the funding conundrum, I think that larger international organisations can work 

out what a partnership truly means by knowing when they should be stepping forward and 

looking to access funds and when they should step back and make sure that it (inaudible) certain 

types of funding.  So it's about solidarity and the solidarity works in a circular, mutual way. 

Ben Latto: 

Thank you.  Narmeen? 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

Just one point on this.  I think in some ways working with larger international organisations can 

also be counter-productive because it stigmatises local organisations of having a foreign agenda, 
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and in that way the community has become very paranoid and so there is a double-edged sword. 

      

The State has its own issues and the communities again become suspect and suspicious of such 

collaborations between international organisations and local organisations. 

      

So I think that's an issue that needs to be considered very carefully whether you need a 

collaboration that can backfire and be counter-productive or whether it's something that can be 

used in a positive way. 

Ben Latto: 

Perhaps I could just jump in here to say that under this window there are two different types of 

grant that can be funded:  Strengthening grants and networking grants.  Strengthening grants 

aimed at slightly smaller organisations and networking slightly larger.  I won't go into details of 

both but I encourage you to look on the website and you can see a little bit more information 

about the kind of organisations, the kind of work we would expect to fall under those two 

different types of grants. 

    

Theo Sowa: 

I just wanted to say I really agree with what Narmeen is saying and that is part, for me, of the 

listening and then showing solidarity because sometimes people walk in with huge great big 

boots and trample local communities, not recognising what is already happening there, and that 

can be counter-productive and especially when it comes to some of the more controversial 

rounds.  It can enable opponents of those issues to come up and say:  Well, these are northern 

issues, they are not our issues, they are not southern issues. 

      

So I think Narmeen is really right.  We have to be so careful about both how collaborations are 

put together but also how we fund those collaborations so that we don't undermine really good 

work that's already going on. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Yes, and that was the experiences (inaudible).  I work with a women's fund and women's funds 

are somewhere in between grantees and donors because we raise funds from governments, 

communities and managers and then we make grants women led civil society for ourselves.  So 

you live in between a donor and being a grantee at the same time. 

      

What has made us successful, and we are a large network because we are 168 women's fund. I 

https://www.ukaiddirect.org/
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talked about them recently in a TED talk and we have given away a lot of money.  Up to a billion 

dollars in 30 years that we have been in existence.  What makes us successful is that we realise 

that social change is complex and our grant making has got to have and address the complexity 

of the length it takes for such a change as well as the lack of, you can't be completely predictable.  

You have to measure what you want to achieve, but that is not the end of this talk because 

sometimes you achieve it and then it's completely slashed.  Like we know there are many places 

where laws have changed and raised, for example, the age of marriage to 18 and then a new 

government comes in and says:  No, we are going to make it 13.  So you go back to child marriage 

when you had already gone ahead on that.  We are aware of that. 

      

So our effective grant making is because throughout the lifespan of our grant making we try to 

build the relationship with the local communities and trust them so that when they see those 

changes being reversed, when they see they roll back up, what we have been trying to change 

over time, that they can quickly organise either to befriend what we had already achieved in the 

colony of preventing violence, et cetera, and really put a big fence, in other words, for example, 

a law in Nigeria that at one point stone a woman because she had committed adultery and 

women jumped in and protected her by making the world organise around her.  Those kind of 

things.  So protecting what has been achieved is really important. 

      

Paving the way for new achievements and identifying the kind of achievements that women 

know will be good for them in education, in economy, in preventing violence, et cetera. 

      

So that's the other thing.  You get the trust of those local people and you don't get it by putting 

rules on them.  You get it by listening and seeing how they can work collaboratively with other 

people. 

      

The other thing is that they know how to exist, when what Narmeen said, comes when they are 

all women's activists in the developing world, if you use that terminology, which I never use, 

which they are usually told they are aping western mannerisms.  We know that we are not aping 

western mannerisms.  We know what is right for us.  In order for us to be able to navigate that 

we have to have our own agency, our own power, our own language, our own framing of what 

that looks like, and that's why it's sometimes dangerous to simply go there with a "here are my 

indicators" because they might not work when I'm talking to the religious leader in my village 

who does not understand that point. 
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Ben Latto:   

Great.  One of the questions that's come in on the email is about measuring success.  So maybe, 

and this is a really difficult question, and, you know, perhaps one that we won't try to be 

comprehensive on, but some of the points you've made about networking, all of you, and I think 

raise a really interesting question about how we measure when networking has been successful, 

and, you know, in a non-linear, long-term approach that you were sort of describing and others 

have touched on.  Do you have any particular reflections on measuring success around networking 

efforts?  Welcome to Theo who is now with us physically.  Great.  Take a seat. 

Theo Sowa: 

Yes. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro:  

First of all, I am by nature a very positive person and I believe if you work on something you will 

always get some success and if there is a failure you learn from that failure and that's not a bad 

thing to learn from.  Sometimes you need to fail and learn from it and that learning is a success 

tool. 

      

So we establish criteria and for ourselves at the Global Fund when we work with women 

movement we use a tool that men and women use.  We want to be able to look at things that 

change the norm, if that's what they need to address in order to be visible. 

      

We want people to have the resources that they need, so we work on a metric that measures 

the resources.  We want people to utilise those resources and knowledge when they have it, so 

we have metrics that go with that, and of course we don't want to see policies and regulations 

and laws all changed. 

      

We think that both the qualitative and the quantitative measures are important and then we 

think it's really important to be able to contextualise those things and track them over as long as 

it takes for you to affect those particular people.  People who are the most affected be able to 

actually see the change and experience and be part of the trackers. 

     

 So we don't think that waiting for many years to do the measuring of the success is what you 

need to do.  The time; you need to observe those changes as they happen over a long time, and 

the people for who you are working should not see that they are coming to be judged by 

someone who is coming out to make an evaluation.  They should be travelling along with that 
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evaluation so they really feel it is for themselves.  Both the (inaudible), the donors, the 

governments, come to that place they should find them really measuring those things.  I have 

seen a lot of groups that we support keeping the records of what we have decided to keep the 

records on, and they can keep those records. 

Ben Latto: 

Great.  That's a brilliant answer to a very complicated question.   

 

We are getting some really interesting other questions coming in. So, we probably shouldn't 

spend too long on any particular question, but if any of the panellists, we have been talking about 

networking, Theo, and we are just thinking about measuring networking.  How do we know if we 

are doing it in a successful way and we had a great answer from Musimbi.  I don't know if anyone 

else wants to come in on that question?  

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I think just a very small point about financial autonomy, whether the smaller groups are able 

after that networking to be financially autonomous and have that because money is power for 

smaller organisations and for, especially for women.  So, I think that's a measure that I would 

recommend. 

Ben Latto: 

Good.  Thank you.  So maybe we should take up, perhaps I can combine a couple of questions 

that have come in. 

     

So, one of them is about what constitutes women led organisations in this context, and then I 

think linked to that: how can organisations that are not owned by women work to ensure women's 

participation and inclusion?  

Theo Sowa: 

I can jump in about the women led because a lot of women's funds actually come up with a 

formula to help us define that.  I know at AWDF we don't just mean executive director or the 

head of the executive team.  We look at the composition of the Board because the Board is the 

real leader of the team.  We look at how much of the money of that organisation actually 

prioritises women's rights. 

      

So, we actually run it the whole way through, and I think it's really important because at the 

moment I think there is a lot of rhetoric around women.  A lot of it is around women, not women's 

rights actually.  There is a difference.  It's meant that where people perceive there to be money 
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sometimes people come in with a different agenda but dressed up as women's rights. 

      

I think the women led issue is really important.  Narmeen just said "Money is power".  If you want 

to change power relationships, if you want to give women more autonomy in their lives and give 

the environment where they can make real choices then it's really important to make sure 

women are controlling that money. 

      

That's not to say that there aren't times when male led organisations might work on certain 

elements of the agenda, but I think you have to be very, very careful that you don't end up 

deciding that you give money to either generic or male led organisations to implement a 

woman's rights agenda which is in terms a  contradiction. 

 

Ben Latto: 

Okay.  Narmeen? 

Dr Narmeen Hamid:  

I just, I feel that one shouldn't be very restrictive about this women led thing because like in 

Pakistan or south Asia as I said earlier: language is important and because women's issues are 

such red herrings.  You know, the conservative element is immediately alarm bells are ringing 

that money is coming into a women's organisation or women's led organisation, sometimes it is 

easier to have men leading the organisation, at least nominally, but working on women's rights 

and women's issues. 

 

So restricting that by saying it's only women led will cause larger problems for women when I 

think the emphasis should be on the work and not just on who is leading or who is the Executive 

Director. 

Theo Sowa:  

Okay.  I have to disagree with you on that.  No, I really do think, I understand what you are saying, 

and we all know that women's rights organisations and activists and all of the intersectional 

issues that have come into this have learned how you promote your work in a way that actually 

gives you security.  In some places working on particular issues actually is physically endangering 

more lives.  But I actually think that if we don't emphasise the women's rights women's led part 

of that, we end up, you know, just enabling the power structures there already are.   

 

I think we need to be careful that we don't exclude certain groups because of having that focus, 
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but I think it's about not excluding in places where women are organising in certain ways in order 

to protect themselves and promote issues as opposed to making it generic and hoping women-

led (inaudible) because unfortunately our experience has been that people give to people who 

look like themselves and a lot of the people with money have been men.  We have to, we need 

to focus but just not exclude women who are organising differently. 

Ben Latto: 

Great.  Musimbi? 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

The issue about women led is a political statement and we should actually accept that it is a 

political statement and not be apologetic about it.  If you have a problem and you want to solve 

it you have to resolve it from them. 

      

That aspect is, it's not an exclusion of men, but an affirmation of women and the ability of 

women.   What it is saying is that we want to act for gender equality and there is an inequality.  

As we say back home in Africa: a bird cannot fly unless it has two wings and if those wings are 

not balanced it will not fly.  So we are saying actually that there is lack of equality and so the 

societies are not progressing there. 

      

For us to address that inequality, we need to invest, consciously, in women, and therefore the 

women led is contributing to that sense of bringing equality in the society.  Sometimes it's pretty 

good to some men led organisations that are doing excellent work on women, and the 

mechanisms they can be funding.  One is that they can be closer with the leadership of women.  

There are times where you can find organisations that do have presence and possibility of 

women and men sharing a certain equality and driving it but they are not being driven under the 

team, under all of the management by the men and the policies of the men.  Occasionally you 

can find that. 

      

We saw that when we worked in Afghanistan during the hard time that there were some 

organisations which worked, because they had some men in positions because at that particular 

time they needed it.  

      

Those are exceptions than to make it a norm and to make it a (inaudible).  

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I kind of agree except I feel that sometimes in certain situations when you -- if it's a condition, if 
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you put a condition that it only has to be women led, women can be exploited.  In Parliament, 

for instance, in Pakistan there is a quota for 33 per cent women.  All those women are relatives 

of the men.  They have no power actually.  If you are going to restrict it to women led, there is a 

risk that women will be just symbolically put at the head just to get the funds. 

    

So I think it's very important to look at the content of what organisations are doing, and of course 

within that, you know, the organisational structure, how many women on the Board, how the 

benefit is going to, you know, the beneficiary quota, et cetera, but I agree with you as well.  I 

think it's important.  It is a political statement and it is, unless we face that problem, it's going to 

be -- 

Theo Sowa: 

I think what really is as feminists we see all the time that the inequalities in our world are truly 

intersectional and if we don't take a holistic view of issues and we interrogate the issues, but 

always bearing in mind that what we are trying to change is the power structures.  If we don't 

look holistically we end up falling into these little traps that we didn't see coming along. 

Ben Latto: 

Great.  That was a rich vein.  

     

More questions coming in.  Perhaps one we can take which we'd identified earlier about making 

sure that we reach the most vulnerable people.  So this is obviously the commitment of the UK 

government to work on 'leaving no one behind'.  Are there particular reflections the Panel have 

on how a fund like this, with this particular aim, can get at that particular issue of reaching the 

most vulnerable people?  

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

When people think of vulnerable people, which is something that a lot of women organising for 

justice don't like to be seen as just vulnerable because when they feedback as vulnerable then 

they are seen to be powerless and they have to receive aid. Women when they are in conflict, in 

violence, et cetera, they have that impetus to overcome those things and they want that to be 

recognised. 

     

So vulnerable people can be -- vulnerabilities or the things that make us vulnerable do not, they 

de-humanise us, but don't do it completely.  Disabilities.  We need to see that as a vulnerability.  

The people who are on the run, people with movements because of war, famine, climate change, 

et cetera.  People who are experiencing injustice, LGBTQ+ people, indigenous people et cetera. 
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There are so many things that make people vulnerable that when we're thinking of vulnerability 

we shouldn't see it quickly as looking at the poverty differentials, those are important and we 

need to address the economic differentials  but people are made much more vulnerable than 

being defined within those economic differentials, poor women (inaudible) [loss of sound] world 

class.  When you look at situations where you have racial differentials and you look at poor 

women you might find that the poorest of them are women of colour or black women or you 

might find that it's the young women who don't have resources of their own.   

 

So even there when we look at each data of whatever that makes people vulnerable we have to 

disaggregate the data and say what it is that we are tracking for in order for us to prefer just the 

grant making. 

Ben Latto: 

Jo? 

Jo Cooke:   

My question, this is just such an interesting, such an important area and it's difficult, I think it's 

also quite difficult to understand and actually realise who is the most excluded in the 

communities that you're working in and how to empower their voices. 

      

Do you think, is there a recommendation from your experience that this has made a specific 

target in a funding, the specific indicators around this or do you think it's more helpful to do a 

wider empowerment grant with a hope and expectation that this will bring everybody up?  

Theo Sowa: 

My experience, you are going to hate this answer because it's not an either or.  I actually think 

that the indicators around reaching the most excluded groups are indicators that are needed for 

the funders and that when organisations are applying for money and they understand that some 

of the indicators are about reaching the most excluded groups, then they are more likely to make 

sure that those groups are included in a meaningful way. 

      

Sometimes when you make them indicators and conditional on funding, people will go out and 

say:  I will have 3 of you and 2 of you and 6 of you, and it's not real at all. 

      

I think that it should be something that the funders are looking at and therefore when they are 

looking and seeing who they funded they can think, mm, actually we really have what you can 
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call mainstream groups so how do we make sure we get additional groups that are working in 

different ways. 

     

I think the other thing is that the slogan 'nothing for us without us' is really important.  When we 

look at it in those ways then you can be sure that if the organisations applying are led and truly 

reflect a particular excluded or marginalised group then you can know that it's a more powerful 

way of funding.  But, as I said, it's not an either or.  It's about keeping your eye out for it and 

being deliberate in looking and saying, okay, how do we get the money to those groups?  Because 

very often they're the groups that don't have the great PR, the great landing.  You may not know 

how to fill in that logframe and have to be deliberate about allowing the enabling tools for those 

organisations to be able to access. 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I agree with that.  I think from my experience with AmplifyChange, the more specific you are on 

the requirements of the application, I think that becomes counter-productive because then the 

applicant tries to write what they think you want to hear.  It all becomes very formula rather than 

coming from their heart.  So you have to let it be general and then it is for the funder then to 

decide which projects are worthwhile.  

Jo Cooke:   

Can I ask a follow-up question on this?  I think it's really interesting.  I previously have done a lot 

of work on disability which we used as an example.  I personally don't think that the disability 

movements are generally very good at thinking about gender issues.  That's a massive 

generalisation.  But I think in terms of the, in terms of the women's rights movements, do you 

think it's important to them?  Do you think it is important to support specific organisations that 

are specifically focused on issues like disability rights or indigenous people's rights, sort of very 

specific local organisations or -- and do they have to be separate? 

Theo Sowa:   

I don't think they have to be separate.  I think sometimes having funding that is around women's 

rights encourages other organisations to think about how they are addressing issues of inequality 

within their organisations and their work. 

      

And, the other thing though is that in the south, I really think that this question of 

intersectionality has really been taken on.  I think about the African Feminist Forum when that 

meets.  It may not be the perfect totally inclusive gathering, but you look around and you see 

that it is all women.  They are African women of all types of women with a lot of different types 
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of agendas.  So I think actually in a lot of southern based organisations and southern led 

organisations because people know that inequality is not just about gender issues, it can be 

about racial issues, it can be about caste issues, it can be about economic issues, it can be about 

ability or disability, et cetera, et cetera, I think you are more likely to get that more integrated 

approach. 

      

That also means, you know, as a funder, you really do have to think flexibly, and I was hearing 

Narmeen talking about the importance of not just funding projects.  I think that that is one of the 

ways in which you can strengthen organisations and make sure people are not just telling you 

what they want to hear, that they make the perfect little project for your funder and when that 

window has gone, out goes the project. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

During this time of the twin-track agenda, the sustainable development goals, I think we should 

be thinking about funding sustainability.  Because come 2030, we don't want that to be the end.  

We want to achieve some things, but we want to grow seeds that will continue to be the forest, 

not mushrooms and you see quickly, and you see the results and you are happy, but then the 

forest don't come. 

      

I do believe that funding mechanisms should look at, when you're looking at the population of 

any organisation, you -- the organisation should reflect what that society looks like. If that 

organisation is situated in a particular place, it has to be able to reflect they are people who are 

(inaudible), who have got disability, et cetera, and when you are tracking part of the statistics 

you can be able to tell a little bit of what it looks like. If it's an organisation that looks at itself and 

ethically just supports its own people in some of the countries that we work in you can be able 

to tell and be able to have some conversations with it. 

      

The other thing, as Theo said, when people say 'nothing about us without us', they are also telling 

us that they are organising around issues which they care for most.  So if they are market women, 

they want to organise around what they do in economy.  If they are indigenous women they 

want to organise around the issues that affect indigenous people and they should not be left out 

of the funding.  They should be funding for those particular ways for who they are. 

     

Lastly I want to say: we really believe that if you find the mission of the organisation, and you will 

see what we are doing and the different projects that we do and how those projects come 
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together, you will leave organisations stronger because you are funding the core and that core 

is going to sustain longer them than if you fund just a single project. 

      

I can give you evidence after evidence of organisations that have been seeded by funding the 

core, making sure the capacity is there, the training, the tools, the evolution and they grow.  They 

grow.  They expand and they even become bigger than the donor.  Because of their own outreach 

and the trust that they create in the community. 

Theo Sowa: 

You can do that and still have indicators around what you want to achieve as a donor.  So people 

are being funded at the core but know that they are reporting back in the elements of their work 

that actually overlap or integrate with the interests that you have. 

      

It sometimes means you are making a bit of a patchwork quilt but, actually, patchwork quilts 

when they rip they do look like they’re normal, but then you have to throw it out.  I just think 

that there are ways of doing that and it's, again, not in the (inaudible). 

Ben Latto: 

Narmeen, are you coming in on this?  

Dr Narmeen Hamid:  

Yes.  On the marginalised groups I think the one thing I want to add is that sometimes funding 

those marginalised groups can put them in a lot of danger as well.  For instance, minorities in 

Pakistan or activists working on abortion or LGBT rights; for them to obtain funding puts them in 

the, under the sort of, highlights their role.  And I think most of them are working under the 

radar, very low profile.  So once they get the very high profile they become very visible and 

endangered.  So there needs to be some provision of security within the funding and the grants 

that, who those groups are provided physical security as well as some sort of skills to enhance 

their security, the personal security, and organisational and the communities as a whole because 

the State and the community then latches on to their role.  They become very visible and -- 

Theo Sowa: 

Can I just quickly say that's another point, again, for donors listening to local organisations rather 

than imposing because women have been organising for generations.  So they know how to 

organise on controversial issues in ways that really impact but also protect themselves and the 

people that they are working with.  When we listen then we learn how you can fund to support 

that.  When we tell people, no they are only funding on this and the project title puts out there 

the one issue that means every single woman in that organisation is going to be endangered then 
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we actually are actually adding to the problems. 

Ben Latto: 

I was going to, I realise we haven't, the previous question, we haven't quite dealt with this issue 

of how organisations that are not owned, I guess led by women, can work to ensure women's 

participation and inclusion.  I guess Theo, your answer you have just given there, your point was 

relevant to that I think. 

      

Are there any other quick points that people would want to chip in on that question?  I should 

just say we've got about 7 minutes left.  I definitely have one more issue I would like us to look 

at, just in terms of timing.  Do people have anything to say on this question?  

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro:  

I do believe that it's a human right that men and boys are, take on the agenda of their 

responsibility on gender equality because we are talking about gender equality, the sustainable 

development goal is about gender equality.  I think that where that is happening we should 

actually acknowledge it.   

 

We have been, when you are knocking at the door to come in when you are let in what you do?  

We want to see men who are feminists and are taking on the agenda and how we accommodate 

that with dignity and with acceptability and what funding would look like. 

     

I don't think that it means necessarily just transforming the women led funding into an all people 

led funding.  It does require us thinking through what is the mechanism we are going to use to 

fund those organisations to be successful? Because we want them to be successful and that 

agenda should be on the table. 

Theo Sowa: 

Can I just quickly?  Organisations not owned by women can still do work on themselves.  That is 

why we talk about looking the Boardroom issue the executive leadership, the workers of the 

organisation and very often we haven't done even that work.  So, yes, people can work on their 

own and that is part of the thinking about ownership of issues and true leadership.  If you know 

your organisation truly is not a women's rights organisation you shouldn't put in for money.  You 

must focus on women's rights.  That money tends to be small compared to the general money 

available for other activities. 

Jo Cooke: 

That's absolutely right, but there is also a bigger point that we do want the bigger organisations 
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to be thinking about women's rights and empowerment in what they do and how they work.  The 

issues around participation and leadership is something we should be exploring with those 

organisations as well. 

Theo Sowa:  

I think we absolutely need to be doing that.  That is where the money can be a stick rather than 

a carrot, or the other way round.  I'm not sure.  If people see that they are not as inclusive as the 

rhetoric says, then they actually exclude themselves from some forms of participation.  I think 

we take any road available in order to really push people on issues of equality. 

Ben Latto: 

Great.  So we've got five minutes left.  I thought it would be helpful if we focused down on a 

question that came in before, specifically around helping organisations to access this fund. 

      

So we've talked I think quite a lot about barriers but we might want to re-visit that.  The barriers 

that the kind of organisations we want to see funded will have to accessing this type of funding.  

Examples of where funds have successfully helped organisations overcome those barriers that 

DFID and MannionDaniels could learn from on how we go about shaping the process for getting 

organisations to apply to this fund would be really helpful. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

I think it's really important that DFID has and the governments today are talking about funding 

gender equality and funding women led movements and human rights when it's human rights 

movements. 

      

This kind of funding is not for the faint hearted.  It's really for bold people who are willing to make 

a statement.  So one thing that is going to require a kind of boldness that makes us think of 

women not as victims but as assets.  So really investing in the solutions that women will bring, 

and that means that as we develop the indicators as well as what we should track, we should 

actually be asking not what has the textbook told us in the previous poverty education 

programme because when we are looking at victims, and looking at the things that you want and 

you want is completely different.  When you invest in people because they are going to invest in 

women.  We are not going to be investing in things about women, but in women, then it means 

that we should really listen and see what they have said or when they have said it and what do 

they need. We can't be able to get indicators that have come from women. 

      

The second thing that I think in this is that we have to really ensure that the women led and the 
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girl led organisations that we fund also hold the funder accountable.  Whether backwards 

evaluations.  When do they know that MannionDaniels, DFID are actually doing the right thing, 

because this is what we see in the women's movements.  They no longer can just take things and 

say we have received things by charity.  They will question the funder and the funder should say 

how are they being accountable because the women are trying to say: if you have got to share 

power we have to define how we use that power including how they address their own 

governments, how they address donor governments, and even as a donor, funds, as I said that 

they are grantees and there are donors.  Within this movement, the movement holds us 

accountable and they ask us difficult questions and those questions are going to come to DFID 

as well. 

Theo Sowa: 

And they should.  Just to add to that.  Because Musimbi mentioned M&E (monitoring and 

evaluation), I think that DFID and MannionDaniels having a strong and real monitoring and 

evaluation function that includes the activists on whose issues you want to be working is really 

important.  That you need people who will turn around and say this is so bureaucratic it will never 

work.  It is not going to happen unless you have strong people from those activist groups and 

organisations involved in the monitoring and the evaluation as well as the receipt of funds and 

even in the advisory roles in the development of indicators that have those funds are given out. 

      

I also think that there are lots of lessons that can be learned from different people and what we 

need to look at is that there are a number of tools that can be used.  With the AmplifyChange 

fund, one of the great things were the little videos that were "How to".  They weren't long typed 

out complicated jargon filled documents, but they were human beings saying this is what 

worked, and this has not worked, and you reach a wider group of people, but you need to think 

about the language, et cetera, all of which can absolutely be done. 

      

I do think that the large funders also have to think about this idea that I mentioned earlier, the 

funder mediaries.  DFID from London is never truly going to understand the group in rural 

(inaudible place name) who is actually doing something that means a lot to that community but 

will need interpretation 6 times before DFID could understand it.  We know that there are African 

foundations on the ground who can actually say, okay, it's these 20 organisations that you can 

reach out to.  So use all the tools available.  Use funder means, use listening, use easier and more 

understandable application processes and make sure that you have the voices of the people who 

these issues most concern in the monitoring and evaluation and the critique of the work.  
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Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

Just to briefly add.  I think not -- AmplifyChange, the role of strategic advisors, having local people 

within those countries, and those small videos that you're speaking about but in local languages.  

Those are important things for people to access this fund because there is a lot of issues of 

language and of format which is difficult for people to follow, and I think local people who 

understand the context and the language and the issues are really helpful intermediaries to 

facilitate the process. 

Ben Latto: 

Do you want to come in, Jo?  

Jo Cooke: 

No.  That was a good discussion. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

Just to underline to say I think we know that when you have evidence, so at this moment in the 

history of women's movements, we do believe that we should evaluate our work.  We should 

not be shy to evaluate and track the evidence that we have because that evidence actually does 

stick to the changes that women are leading by themselves.  Because that has always been a 

controversy.  But what matters is how we develop those evolution tools, not evaluating.  I don't 

think not evaluating is on the agenda.  I think data important, it helps decision making and it 

helps us to learn from it, so we should do it. But we might make sure that it’s data that reflects 

the truth about women.  

Theo Sowa: 

This thing about mutual research does not exist.  Whoever decides on the question, and 

somebody's already influenced the answer.  If you don't want people deciding on the questions 

who are powerful within that issue, then you're already, you know, influencing the answers you 

are going to get. 

      

I think Musimbi is right.  We have to tell our stories.  Part of the issues for African women is that 

people continue to see us as victims rather than agents of change because other people are 

telling our stories.  We have had generations of warrior women, and I am not talking about 

(inaudible), so but because we are not asking the questions it means the stories being told are 

often not the stories we want to be told and don't reflect the agency that we have. 

      

Musimbi is absolutely right.  Data is important.  Telling those stories is important.  Changing the 

narrative is important and if this fund truly leaves no one behind, and if it truly reflects some of 
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the values that people like Jo Cox have held, then we will be telling a very, very different story.  

That might not be easy for DFID because that story may not be the one you expect. 

Jo Cooke: 

I think there is a big opportunity for DFID though to bring together the learning that we can get 

from this new programme, from AmplifyChange, from a number of other programmes.  I don't 

think we, as an organisation, understand enough about that story and we need to do meta 

evaluation to bring them up to inform our understandin -- I feel there is a bit of a missing --  

Theo Sowa:  

I think it is about linking around the world. Women around the world have been working on some 

of these issues for decades.  There is so much knowledge in there.  It's sad we haven't told the 

stories as well as we could do, but there is nothing to stop us getting stronger and then many 

women's funds, especially some of the Latin American funds, who really do have some of that 

data and are talking about it, but it is as you say collaborating learning from each other.  

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

But I don't believe that in the world in which we live today, lack of knowledge is not our issue.  

But the issue is that sometimes the system -- some of which we work leave us to (inaudible).  So 

if you work with an NGO you are limited with this or if you work with the government you are 

limited this way.  I think what we are trying to do today is to try to see to across these barriers.  

To try to say we are not just constrained as particular institutional donors, because the world is 

different.  Why is it that somebody comes from a women's human right, women led organisation 

joins DFID and suddenly speaks about DFID not having the knowledge?  It is the same pattern.  

This is a person who has come from outside and people come from DFID and go in women's led 

organisations and so on.   

 

I think the knowledge is there.  But the structures under which we are, sometimes tell us to do 

something differently.  What we should be trying to do is to try to ask questions about how we 

don't get structurally limited to what our common sense tells us, what our experience of 

knowledge, what academia tells us, what data tells us.  We should struggle within our own 

systems to say: actually, the policy that we are applying is against the data that has been 

produced.  It's against the voices that we've heard from the field.  So that these systems that 

constrain us, can also collapse and then we can try to see whether we get something new out of 

these systems.  Lack of knowledge I don't think is our problem in the world today.  Too much 

knowledge and how to mange it is the issue.  

Jo Cooke: 
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What I think I meant was not lack of knowledge about -- is lack of knowledge about how as a 

funder about bringing together an evaluation.  How to fund.  That knowledge, I'm not certain yet 

whether donors like DFID have absorbed it and are always applying it is a different issue.  There 

is a lot of learning still for us to do.  

Ben Latto: 

Great.  I realise we've come to the end of the time we had allotted.  I guess are there any final 

thoughts from the Panel members, just quickly perhaps?  That would be a good point to end on 

I think. 

Theo Sowa: 

I suppose for me there are two things.  One is I actually do applaud DFID for taking this step.  As 

Musimbi was saying: women's rights are not for the faint hearted as it were, but the proof of 

whether this is rhetoric or real change will be in how it's implemented.  The question of 

implementation has haunted continents, governments; all kinds of organisations.  It is a great 

first move.  We need to really follow through and continue to be bold in the way in which the 

funds are distributed and the way issues are supported or undermined if we are not careful and 

the way in which we report back on this, but then it needs to move from being a small window, 

it's almost like a pilot into something that influences all of the work that DFID and other bi-laterals 

and other private and public foundations are doing. 

Dr Narmeen Hamid: 

I'd just reinforce that.  I think it's a very exciting new opportunity and that's much needed.  

Because, you know, we all know how smaller organisations and human rights and women's rights 

are under a lot of, and they are endangered.  This is an exciting new opportunity and I really do 

hope that we can do this differently and empower the ones that really need it. 

Dr Musimbi Kanyoro: 

I want to bring Jo Cox in this room as the one that is making it possible for us to discuss this grant 

making.  When you think of in memory of someone it should not have a beginning and an end.  

So the greatest challenge I would say to DFID is £10 million for the world women in 50 countries 

is not enough.  So I hope that we can be innovative.  One of the best things about AmplifyChange 

was it was not a fund that just began with little money and then stayed there.  AmplifyChange 

has grown and has brought many different people to the table through innovative ways.  The big 

question is how can we make this fund really geared towards the most women, and they are half 

of the population of the world, grow, and then how can we invite more people in the table and 

how can we actually facilitate its growth in the countries to which it will be funded and in the 

communities here in Great Britain who will benefit from it?  So growing the fund for me is 
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everything. 

Ben Latto: 

Yes.  Actually it says £10 million rather than dollars, but your challenge is entirely valid, as have 

all your comments and challenges throughout the morning.  I am very excited to be a tiny bit 

involved in this fund.  I think the kind of issues we've discussed show what an exciting opportunity 

it is.   

 

I think all that remains for me to do is to thank the various people who have been involved in 

this.  From MannionDaniels, Karen and Laura.  From the Jo Cox foundation Iona and Lily.  Victoria 

from the DFID side of things, and of course a very big thank you to our panelists:  Theo Sowa, 

Narmeen Hamid and Musimbi Kanyoro.   

 

Thank you very much everyone.  Let's hope this is a successful enterprise. 

Karen Stephenson:   

Thank you all very much for joining us.  Just to reiterate we had some questions around eligibility 

criteria and how you apply.  I realise we haven't covered those questions here.  Do send them by 

email and we can respond to you directly.   

 

There will be some further guidance going out on the website in the next couple of weeks 

following this discussion.  Thank you very much, participants.  We hope you found it really useful 

and we look forward to reading your applications.  

 

For further information relating to UK Aid Direct grants and Jo Cox Memorial grants specifically, 

please visit www.ukaiddirect.org.uk. 

  

http://www.ukaiddirect.org.uk/

